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INTRODUCTION
& USAGE GUIDELINES

The human race has entered into a new decade, beginning with the transition into 2020, and as
we get more connected it's important to understand how to look after oneself to the best of
one's immediate ability.
 
It has always been of importance to take a keen interest in personal health, though it takes a
level of understanding to discover how to monitor, recognise and implement strategies to
benefit optimal health and ultimately immune system - the innate defense against infection &
illness.
 
Illness is everywhere; often unseen and unprecedented. Over the last 20 years there have been 4
disease outbreaks, affecting multiple thousands worldwide, yet the human race lives on. Why?
Immunity. The immune system is an evolutionary marvel, gracefully protecting the human body
from harm over the vast majority of lifespan from the moment of birth, though there are times
when immunity is tested; periods where the body is at risk. It is during these periods that one
must internalise knowledge of how to promote optimal function of the body and immune
system. Frankly, this internalisation should not be withheld purely for times of adversity, though
unfortunately, many adopt a reactive attitude to health.

This short booklet will help to shed light on the basics of the immune system, the nervous
system, factors that suppress immunity, fundamentals of nutrition for optimal health and how
these factors interact with each other, complete with simple tools to employ immediately to
help support optimal health & immune function.
 
However, as mentioned in the disclaimer, it is extremely important to take a pragmatic
approach to both health and potential illness. It is becoming increasingly popular to disregard
traditional, Western medicine in favour of a more 'functional' approach. While every practice,
either evidence-based or anecdotal has merit, Western medicine, doctors and hospitals are in
place to keep humans healthy and alive. Nutrition, supplementation, lifestyle and physical
activity can provide the foundation of a rich health-span, however if experiencing any condition
or symptom with potential to harm, it is crucial to seek help & advice from the appropriate
medical professionals.



Taking a multi-dimensional approach to health will be the most impactful tool in offsetting
disease & infection via supported immune function.
 
However, it is always beneficial to understand context first. Therefore, what threats exist to
challenge the immune system?
 
A virus (pathogen) is a microorganism, smaller than a bacterium that invades a host and attacks
its cells. The pathogen cannot survive on its own, therefore lives within the host cell and makes
copies of itself using host cellular chemical machinery. In other words, it invades, takes up
residence, reproduces and spreads, sometimes changing (mutating), making treatment more
difficult.
 
Researchers suggest that there may be millions, or trillions of viruses that live inside the human
body (known as the virome), though it is an aggressive pathogen that can trigger disease states
via challenging the immune system.
 
Consider the common cold - the symptoms experienced are the immune defenses attacking the
virus. Fever (innate), mucous production (humoral), possible gastrointestinal distress; these are
all immune responses in an effort to expel the invader from the host.
 
Zoonotic viruses (from wild animal to human), once contracted can spread rapidly by human-to-
human transmission and have much higher pandemic potential in a modern, connected world.
Once a novel zoonotic pathogen crosses species, there is increasing risk of spread and
complication due to the host immune system being ill-prepared to fight and remove. After all, it
is the exposure to pathogens over time that 'trains' the immune system; creating antibodies
against the invader to later recognise and destroy.

Bacteria can also present a considerable threat to health, hence why the discovery of penicillin
and thus antibiotics was such a turning point in human health history. Bacteria are larger
organisms than viruses and exist in both commensal and pathogenic forms. Commensal
bacteria enjoy a symbiotic relationship with their human hosts, notably in the microbiome - the
ecosystem within the large intestine of the gastrointestinal tract, where they receive
nourishment via human nutrition and produce nutrients & vitamins for the host, in turn.
 
Pathogenic bacteria are their disease-causing counterparts. Fortunately, a healthy and diverse
microbiome may help to prevent potentially pathogenic bacteria from causing infection, as they
form a key part of your initial immunity - the gut barrier. There are times, however, when illness
& infection take hold, so by ensuring a model of optimal health we can aid and promote a
healthy immune response, clear the infectious molecule(s) and resume normal state.
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What This Guide is Not
This guide is not explicit medical advice. This guide will not elucidate how to increase immune
potential, but will help give understanding of threats to a healthful state, what risk factors are
associated with suppressed immunity in terms of personal, physiological/psychological health &
body composition and culminates in habits and practices to implement to better armour
oneself against potential illnesses by supporting normal immune function.
 
It would be unethical to claim to offer information on increasing one's immune potential. In
some cases & contexts, this may even be detrimental. However, what is immediately available is
the power to live well and therefore have every chance of enjoying a model of optimal health
and offset potential illness.
 
To reiterate, for medical advice and/or support with specific concerns, seek guidance from
certified medical professionals.

It is pertinent, therefore, to analyse one's own lifestyle and adopt a preventative approach of
action to prevent any potential personal complications if one is to experience exposure to
illness.
 
Finally, following understanding, comes action. What steps can be taken and what strategies
can be implemented?
 
Prepare - internal and external environment as well as possible
Prevent - complications if exposed to infectious agents
Plan - for continued efforts to support a health-seeking lifestyle and reduce personal risk



The immune system is a multifaceted and sophisticated network of specialized organs, tissues,
cells, proteins, and chemicals, which has evolved in order to protect the host from a range of
foreign matter, toxins and pathogens such as bacteria, viruses, fungi and parasites, as well as
cancer cells (Parkin. 2001. Lancet).
 
This system of protective mechanisms must recognise friend from foe, self from non-self and act
accordingly to protect the host. While the immune system is occupied with expelling foreign
pathogens, it must also take steps to minimise damage to surrounding tissue or organs - known
as self-tolerance. This is important as the incomprehensible complexity of both innate tissues
and the ecosystem of symbiotic microorganisms that live within the human body depend on a
delicate balance of tolerance and regulation. If this self-tolerance breaks down, for example, the
immune system begins to attack self. This is known as autoimmunity, or a stage of critical
infection.
 

The immune system can be divided into barriers, cellular and humoral (fluid) constituent
subsets: the innate, or non-specific immune response and the adaptive, or specific response.
 
The innate immune response takes place in accordance to the genetic coding of the host.
Recognising molecules expressed on a wide variety of cells, the innate system is continually
poised and ready to act rapidly against toxin or foreign invader upon first encounter,
constituting the initial, non-specific host response - fever, fluid secretion and sickness
behaviour.
 
The adaptive response is composed of a small number of cells with a specific [gained]
recognition ability for individual pathogens, toxins or allergens. Upon initial exposure to these
foreign molecules, the adaptive cells must label either as self (cells that belong) & non-self
(pathogenic) and proliferate in order to reach enough number to mount an effective response
against the invading molecule. In layman's terms, the adaptive response takes time to grow to
an effective number of responsive cells to successfully defend against the exposure. The benefit
of adaptive immunity, however, is that these cells then lay dormant until the pathogen is
encountered again, whereby the response is immediate and effective. This is known as
immunological memory (the basis behind vaccination).

THE IMMUNE SYSTEM
A BRIEF OVERVIEW

First & Second Defence
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It is of little surprise that with pathogens such as rapid-transmission, novel viruses, you see
widespread complications via innate & humoral response symptoms, most severely in
immunocompromised individuals. Some may be asymptomatic (experience no symptoms),
some may experience mild symptoms and others may succumb to a noticeable disease state
and take 1-2 weeks to recover and clear pathogenic presence from the body. 
 
Historically, bacteria, viruses and illness/infection have shaped human immunity by the
adaptation of the innate and adaptive immune responses to pathogens, providing protection
from future exposure.
 
Microbiologists speculate that one can either focus attention on external factors out of
immediate control, such as the risk of contracting illness, or focus internally to armour against
the possibility of infection and ensure a robust state for the body to best respond to it. 
 
Therefore, it is the purpose of this booklet to provide the reader with tools to best support
normal immune responses, mounting an effective defence against such problematic invasion.
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IMMUNE SYSTEM
SUPPRESSION FACTORS

STRESS

Stress is natural, necessary and humans would not be prevalent as a species without it.
Physiology adapts to stressors to benefit specific performance in a physical context and adapts
following exposure to pathogenic molecules to increase immunological memory and thus
immunity to infection - among many other factors.
 
The issue lies with chronic, elevated stress exposure. The body's stress response chemicals work
on feedback loops in healthy individuals, meaning that what goes up, signals that it is high and
is consequently brought back down - a balance known as homeostasis: when a marker moves
away from its optimal value, resultant processes are stimulated to bring it back.
 
Homeostasis is the body's regulatory system, ensuring that it stays 'between the lines.' Such
things as blood sugar and pressure, body temperature and heart rate are all examples of
systems regulated by homeostasis, and all risk factors when it comes to disease pathogenesis.

The nervous system, for this case regarded as the autonomic and somatic branches, governs all.
The focus here is the effects of the brain's response to stress, altering the body via the
autonomic nervous system along two distinct branches - the sympathetic and parasympathetic.
 
The sympathetic branch (SNS), otherwise known as 'fight or flight' is what one would generally
experience the physical effects of during a stress response. The SNS readies the body to flee
from a threat, fight the threat or freeze, by such physiological processes as an increase in heart
rate and blood pressure, increase in blood sugar or mobilised energy, body temperature and
subsequent cooling [via sweating] - a stress response.
 
The parasympathetic (PNS) branch, also known as 'rest & digest' then acts to reduce the
aforementioned markers. Generally speaking, a higher PNS:SNS ratio may be more favourable
to optimal health, though the SNS, of course, still has purpose.

Stress & The Nervous System
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The deleterious issue lies in chronic SNS activation/tone, or sympathetic dominance, due to a
combination of continual psychological and physiological stressors.
 
Such negative systemic effects seen in chronic, elevated stress exposure include chronically
elevated blood sugar due to induced insulin resistance and metabolic dysfunction, elevated
blood pressure (hypertension) and body composition changes, to name a few.
 
From an immunity perspective; acute, temporal stress responses bolster the specific immune
response, however as exposure becomes more chronic, changes shift from adaptive to
suppressive or detrimental, observing a suppressed production and proliferation of crucial
immune cells and global suppression of both innate and specific immune responses
(Segerstrom. 2014).

Studies have convincingly demonstrated that people’s cardiovascular and neuroendocrine
(nervous and hormonal) responses to stressful experience are dependent on their appraisals of
the situation[s] and the presence of intrusive thoughts about it [or them], suggesting a strong
link to mental health (Segerstrom. 2014).
 
Dr. Robert Sapolsky (1998) wrote:
 
'Stress-related disease emerges, predominantly, out of the fact that we so often activate a
physiological system that has evolved for responding to acute physical emergencies, but we
turn it on for months on end, worrying about mortgages, relationships, and promotions.'
 
Therefore, it is of increasing importance to monitor psychological stressors that could
potentially down-regulate immune status, leaving us more at risk of infection.

9



The circadian rhythm (circa - around, dia - day) is a regulatory cycle of the human system. A
multi-oscillatory system with cellular clocks in every living cell, regulated by a section of the
brain called the suprachiasmatic nuclei (SN).
 
The SN is heavily stimulated by light & dark, notably suppressing melatonin secretion from the
pineal gland following exposure to blue/green visible spectrum light, as one would experience at
sunrise and during daylight hours - the opposite of which during sunset and night hours, via
exposure to longer wavelengths of light in the red visible spectrum and dark.
 
The build up of sleep pressure from chemical changes in the brain across the day also
contribute, as well as light, to the sleep-wake circadian rhythm, preparing us to enter a normal
night's sleep.

The above hypnogram represents a normal night's sleep from a healthy individual, cycling
through the various sleep stages. Following a short sleep latency (the time taken to fall asleep),
one should drop down into SWS (deep sleep), where the body turns acutely pro-inflammatory to
facilitate adaption and regeneration of tissue, clearing of waste products from the brain, transfer
of memory into long-term and hormonal concentrations mediated, notably immune-regulatory
hormones. It is important to note that SWS-rich sleep is also pivotal in the formation of the
adaptive immune response and thus the antigenic immunological memory previously
mentioned (Besedovsky. 2011).

SLEEP
& CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS

1

Awake

REM

NREM 1

NREM 2

NREM 3

SWS - Slow-Wave Sleep

2 3 4 5 6 7 8
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Sleep deprivation, or a more appropriately termed 'sleep curtailment' from a lifestyle
perspective, is now commonplace in today's society and modern work culture (Bonnet. 1995).
Even with the intention of healthful sleep hygiene, exposure to melatonin-suppressing
blue/green spectrum light can diminish sleep quality and psychological burdens can weigh
heavily on moving through sleep cycles efficiently.
 
The majority of studies in chronic sleep restriction or curtailment show a substantial increase in
state of stress and inflammatory markers (Mullington. 2010). While on a less-aggressive basis,
this chronic, low-grade systemic inflammatory state can contribute to progression of the
metabolic syndrome (MetS) and health markers that mimic those of individuals at risk for future
cardiovascular disease (Mullington. 2009).
 
Chronic sleep loss and/or curtailment is not only associated with a pro-inflammatory state and
resultant risk factors, but also with immunodeficiency. Studies indicate that restricted sleep can
impair response to influenza vaccination (Spiegel. 2002) and also increase susceptibility to the
common cold; both manifestations of viral pathogens.
 
Perhaps the most profound fact is that the effects of chronic sleep deprivation lead to both
chronic, low-grade systemic inflammation resulting in increased prevalence of MetS risk factors
and immunodeficiency, characterised by enhanced susceptibility to infection and an inability of
the immune system to contend with pathogens despite general, chronic immune activation
(Besedovsky. 2012).
 
Sleep deprivation has been identified as one of the most impactful human stressors, (linking
back to stress as an overarching principle) therefore to decrease overall stress exposure, quality
sleep is one's strongest tool. There is already preliminary evidence, for example, that sleep loss
might be responsible for some of the immune system changes that accompany other stressors
(Hall. 1998).
 
It cannot be stressed enough how important quality sleep is to ensure a robust health profile,
immune integrity, mental stability and general wellbeing.

During the early stages of SWS-rich sleep, the stress response anti-inflammatory hormone
cortisol is decreased, which when chronically elevated can contribute to a more pro-
inflammatory, immunosuppressive state via potential HPA axis dysfunction.
 

Sleep Deprivation
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METABOLIC SYNDROME
& WHAT IT MEANS

Cardiovascular concerns - chronic hypertension, unfavourable blood lipids (cholesterol)
At risk of developing cardiovascular disease (CVD)

Blood sugar dysregulation & insulin resistance
Possibly resulting in the onset of type 1 or type 2 diabetes

Central adiposity - accumulation of body fat around the midsection and/or internal organs
At greater risk of CVD and/or non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD)

Sexual dysfunction (seldom discussed)
Erectile dysfunction in men and polycystic ovarian syndrome (PCOS) in women

The metabolic syndrome (MetS) is characterised by the presence of a cluster of risk factors that
occur together, associated with disease progression.
 
These include:
 

 

 

 

 
In 2012, the third National Health & Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES III) estimates that 1
third of all adults globally are affected by the MetS - a frightening thought considering
susceptibility to immunodeficiency when the MetS risk factors are present. However, this
number is now encouragingly beginning to decline (Swarup. 2020).
 
The etiology of MetS stems from poor lifestyle habits, possibly encapsulated by stress,
combined with a possible genetic predisposition to or gained insulin resistance and
accumulation of central adiposity. Sadly, this is a self-perpetuating cycle, as the accumulated
adipose tissue releases further pro-inflammatory markers that compound insulin resistance and
formation of atherosclerotic plaques (Swarup. 2020).
 
Fortunately, MetS can be addressed with a combination of nutritional strategies, lifestyle factors
and physical activity to combat metabolic dysfunction and begin to reverse the risk of
immunodeficiency and progression of disease state.
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ALCOHOL
A VARYING IMPACT
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One embedded factor of Western society that must be mentioned is alcohol, its impact on both
the innate & adaptive immune systems and the potential health self-sabotage that alcoholism
brings.
 
Aside from immune health, alcohol is to many, a staple of self-medication to deal with the
pressures & challenges of contemporary lifestyles. To others, it is a social lubricant allowing
people to connect, lower inhibitions, break down barriers and provide a platform for discussion
and relaxation, or to simply unwind after a hard day.
 
As with everything discussed in health, fitness & wellness, it is crucial to respect context before
passing judgement or forming opinions. In a broad sense, the consumption of alcohol will not
directly render one any less healthy than others if managed in a reasonable and responsible
fashion. It is the chronic abuse that will potentially cause concern from an immunity perspective
(and general health, for that matter).
 
One review of the literature, however, suggests that the deleterious effects of alcohol are
observed in a dose-dependent manner (Barr. 2017). Low, moderated alcohol consumption has
been suggested to actually benefit the adaptive immune system, whereas alcohol dependence
and subsequently chronic alcohol abuse is repressive to this crucial subset of immunity.
However, it is important to note that some studies of abuse include design variables of ~25
drinks per day and some of ~90-249 drinks per month (Mili. 1992), equating to an average of 8.3
drinks per day for 30 days, continuously - not necessarily representative of the majority of the
general population.
 
One study suggested that after 28 days of moderate alcohol consumption, pro-inflammatory
markers were actually decreased and a converse increase of anti-inflammatory proteins was
observed (Joosten. 2012).
 
From the review, available evidence remains largely unclear as to the underlying mechanisms
affecting immune function. Potential mechanisms suggest that the resultant nutrient
deficiencies observed from alcohol dependence constituting up to 50% of daily energy intake
from ethanol (Manari. 2003) are responsible, whereas others note that deleterious effects may
stem from the interaction with the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis (HPA axis) - a system of
crosstalk between the brain and endocrine system - potentially causing chronic stress and thus
a self-perpetuating cycle (Boyd. 2010).
 
A review from the British Journal of Nutrition suggests that regular, low to moderate,
consumption of nutrient-rich wine or beer may provide a protective effect, dependent on factors
such as patterns, beverage type, nutrition status, gender and genetics, though again, the evident
mechanistic end-points are unclear (Romeo.2007).
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Likely the most important consideration regarding alcohol and immunity is to use better
judgement and sound reasoning.
 
If one is to present with poor nutritional status and/or nutrient deficiencies, other
comorbidities/risk factors and are of the older population, it may be wise to avoid chronic,
heavy alcohol consumption. If alcohol is an important part of life and would potentially cause
further stress by removal, consider limiting to low intake of nutrient-rich beverages.
 
However, one crucially important aspect to remember is the effect of alcohol on sleep.
Remembering from previous discussion that sleep deprivation is highly impactful on immune
health, one would be wise to note that alcohol interferes with rapid eye movement (REM) sleep,
crucial for consolidation of memory and learning (Peever. 2015), and will cause highly-
fragmented and altered sleep cycles (Walker. 2017).*
 
A review of the literature by Ebrahim (2013), summarising studies stratified to healthy sleep
profiles and no pre-existing health concerns or alcohol dependence, investigated the effects of
pre-bed, single-dose alcohol on the sleep architecture of a total sample size of 500+ participants
(young adults, at a near 50/50 split of male & female). Conclusions were drawn that single-dose,
moderate to high alcohol intake increased slow wave sleep (SWS) during the first half of sleep,
subsequently [strongly] reducing total night's REM sleep and sleep duration during the second
half, with greater disruption and wakings after sleep onset due to alcohol metabolism while
asleep. Conversely, low intakes consistently showed no effect on total night REM or SWS.
 
As normal, functional cycling from SWS to REM sleep during a nocturnal sleep period is vital to
maintain complete, systemic restoration and learning consolidation, both acute & prolonged
high intakes of alcohol with consequential chronically disrupted sleep would seemingly be
unwise, though the evidence body does not condemn low intakes, as previously discussed.
Considering that contemporary sleep patterns generally follow a curtailment trend, delaying the
time to REM period (SOL) through heavy drinking would further compound the loss of REM
across a total night's sleep if the total sleep window is reduced.
 
In layman's terms, chronic, moderate to high intakes may cause a jet lag-like state, with
diminished memory & learning, brain fog and resultant fatigue.
 
However, remembering the dose-dependent relationship and considering individual differences
in sensitivity, personal judgement of tolerance, usage and behaviour over time is most
important in modulating alcohol consumption habits.

*'Why We Sleep,' by Matthew Walker, PHD. Highly recommended book.

Considerations



ARMOUR YOURSELF
& SUPPORT YOUR IMMUNITY

Fortunately, steps can be taken to optimise the health of the internal environment. Every
decision made and every food eaten will either contribute or detract from a model of optimal
health and therefore a robust immune system and normal response to illness.
 
One can make sure to adopt health-seeking habits; practice good, nourishing nutrition and
exercise daily to reap the innumerable benefits of physical activity, exposing oneself to sunlight
and adopting a healthful sleep-wake cycle.
 
Now, this does not state that in healthy individuals a premise of 'clean eating' must be
forevermore adhered to, however certain dietary requirements must be considered to ensure
that all cellular needs are met and chemical processes, reactions and systems are functioning
optimally.
 
The following pages will outline various health-seeking habits and behaviours that when
implemented, will promote the maintenance of a healthy immune system and optimal profile of
general, systemic health.
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IMMUNITY TOOLS
AT YOUR DISPOSAL

Nutrition & Supplementation

Physical Activity

Stress Management

Introspection
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As mentioned, there are a vast number of practices one can implement throughout life that will
add to the 'health bank account' (metaphor). Every positive action taken will add to the account
'balance,' while every negative action will subtract or 'borrow on credit with considerable
interest,' such as sleep restriction, for example.
 
For optimal health status, strive to implement as many of these methods and practices as
possible, though if there is a current absence of all factors, do not feel pressured to overhaul
lifestyle. Absence of health-seeking practice does not classify any one person as any less healthy
than others, nor does it insinuate more risk of potential infection. However, it would be wise to
take assessment of current lifestyle and address any areas that can be improved.
 
To reiterate an earlier point, this advice is not intended to increase or boost the immune system.
This advice is to provide methods to indirectly support normal immune function through the
pursuit of a profile of optimal health, offsetting immunosuppressive risk factors as previously
discussed.
 
Factors that can be leveraged, however, are:



The human body functions via reactions catalysed by the nutrients consumed. Without these
fundamental biochemical processes, the body may not effectively grow, produce energy, or
develop immunity to viruses, bacteria and toxins that would otherwise cause harm, amongst
countless other processes.
 
Foundational human nutritional requirements consist of essential amino acids, essential fatty
acids and sugars. Other, conditionally-essential and otherwise non-essential nutrients make up
the constituent parts of macronutrients - protein, fat, carbohydrate - and micronutrients -
vitamins & minerals.
 
Both macronutrients and micronutrients in their totality are key for a healthful diet, with certain
minimum recommended levels of vitamins & minerals required based on gender, age & health.
While some argue that carbohydrates are not essential in the human diet, which would appear
technically correct to some degree, the removal of a food group does not constitute achieving a
model of optimal health.
 
Fibre, for example, is a specific [branch of] molecule[s] found in carbohydrates, fruits &
vegetables that is vitally important for human gastrointestinal health. Fibre provides 'microbe-
accessible carbohydrates' that are metabolised by intestinal bacteria, producing short-chain
fatty acids such as butyrate, as a byproduct. These short-chain fatty acids are of particular use in
sustaining the integrity of the cells that constitute the intestinal lining, providing a strong barrier
to filter absorption, protect against pathogens and mitigate systemic inflammatory exposure.
 
Soluble & insoluble fibre modulate intestinal motility, providing more rapid movement and less
so, respectively. Fibre forms the base for stool formation, enabling the elimination of detoxified
waste, deactivated steroid hormones, dead bacteria, blood and so on. Proper stool formation
and elimination is key to supporting optimal gastrointestinal health, toxic load management
and general intestinal function.
 
While there is heavy pseudoscience and marketing-fueled dietary/supplementary
recommendations for 'boosting immunity,' what follows will be evidence-based advice based
on specific nutrient requirements to facilitate health and therefore base immune function.
 
 

NUTRITION
& SUPPLEMENTATION

The Foundations
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The concept of energy balance is based on the fundamental thermodynamic principle that
energy cannot be destroyed and can only be gained, lost, or stored by an organism. Energy
balance is defined as the state achieved when the energy intake equals energy expenditure (Hill.
2013).
 
When it comes to body composition manipulation, no matter what dietary archetype is
employed in a given context for a desired goal, energy balance will be the fundamental factor in
failure or success, contrary to popular belief. 
 
However, within the context of the dynamic model of immunity and what energetic
requirements are necessary to facilitate and sustain normal function, the question arrises of
how much or how little intake to maintain.
 
Undernutrition/malnutrition impairs the immune system, suppressing immune functions that
are fundamental to protection against pathogenic organisms. Undernutrition leading to
immune impairment can be due to insufficient intakes of both energy and macronutrients
and/or due to deficiencies in specific micronutrients (vitamins and minerals) (Calder. 2002).
 
It is well known that [aggressive] energy restriction in the diet, if prolonged, can lead to
suppression of the immune system and increase the risks of infection, especially with
opportunistic pathogens (Klurfeld, Lochmiller & Dabbert. 1993). Therefore, during times of
illness or infection, any form of dieting or weight management should be avoided and emphasis
should be place on obtaining a requirement-fulfilling caloric/energetic intake, especially when
enduring sickness, as, for example, the combined stress of shivering thermogenesis and illness
in human patients can elevate resting metabolism rapidly to nearly 300% of normal (Chiolero et
al. 1997).
 
Further, fever, a hallmark of infection, usually elicits a 10–15% elevation in basal metabolic rate
for each 1°C rise in body temperature in humans (Roe & Kinney 1965). One of the symptoms of
sickness behaviour is a reduced appetite and decrease in nutrient intake, which would offer an
explanation as to sickness weight loss observed, when combined with the increased protein
metabolism (muscular or otherwise) to supply amino acids for the production of immune cells
(Beisel 1977).
 
During times of increased risk of infection or infection itself, emphasis should be placed on
ensuring adequate intake of both protein and energy to offset body weight loss, supply amino
acids (protein) for key immune cell synthesis, and support the metabolic rate demands that
accompany possible symptoms.
 
Just as energy restriction is detrimental to supporting the nutrient demands of immunity, one
must also be aware of the effects of overeating. Chronic caloric surpluses may lead to
heightened, chronic low-grade inflammation, thus the onset of inflammatory symptoms and
increased gain of adipose tissue (body fat) if energetic intake exceeds expenditure.

A Word on Energy Balance
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What is vitally important to remember is that appropriate nutrient intake will comprehensively
support normal immune function. There are nutraceuticals (a food-based nutrient that may
provide a pharmaceutical alternative) that may or may not help to support immune function
and offset infection progressions, though aside from mentioning base nutrient requirements,
these will not be discussed.  

If protein is the whole, then amino acids are the constituent parts. Amino acids arranged in
particular order, will dictate the shape of the protein and therefore what role it plays in the
body's biochemistry - i.e. if it is destined to be within a muscle fiber, a hormone or cell
machinery.
 
AAs are then subdivided into essential amino acids - necessary to be consumed daily as they
cannot be synthesised (created) by the body - and non-essential amino acids - not necessary to
be consumed in daily nutrition but still of importance. There is a further division - conditionally
essential - of amino acids that may be essential to those in specific clinical circumstances, a
conversation reserved for clinical settings.
 
From an optimal health perspective, it is of upmost importance to consume all essential (and
non-essential) amino acids each day as normal immune function depends on proteins for
support, creation of new specific cells, and countless more aspects. To simplify, each protein
consumed has a function concerning optimal health status; the immune system included.

Specific considerations should be made by population. Omnivore dietary preferences, i.e. those
that consume all foods with no ethical preferences, will benefit from the inclusion of all essential
amino acids from animal proteins and the accompanying higher anabolic signaling. Care should
be taken, however, to limit consumption of processed meats due to potential pro-inflammatory
factors.

DIETARY FOCUS
& REQUIREMENTS

Protein & Amino Acids

Considerations
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Vegatarian & vegan nutritional profiles will not include all essential amino acids, therefore
supplementation of complete protein(s) to compliment would be advisable, along with a higher
protein content per serving for non-animal sources to elicit a comparable signal & response.
 
The elderly, potentially more at risk of seasonal infection and illness due to immune senescence  
require slightly elevated boluses of protein at each meal to respond to muscle protein synthesis
signaling [and resistance training] (Breen, Philips. 2011). Dietary protein inadequacy is of
particular concern among this population, risking further immunosuppression and muscular
atrophy with age. However, all populations should strive to achieve optimal protein
requirements, regardless of individual differences.
 
Protein deficiency renders a lower circulating amino acid concentration, therefore a lack of raw
materials for the creation of new proteins required for immune function. Practical
recommendations are to acquire at least 20-30g of protein yield with each meal, looking to
achieve a minimum of around 1.2-1.6 grams per kilogram of bodyweight per day for optimal
health, based on current evidence (Philips. 2016), which would suggest 84-112g per day for a
70kg individual, for example.
 
If unsure on how much yield of protein a specific food gives, look to understand via government
food databases. Try to stay away from popular fitness nutrition tracking apps which can be
inaccurate (without skill and understanding).

Carbohydrates & Sugars
As mentioned, carbohydrates have no immediate physiological requirements, therefore not
essential to sustain life, though the removal of carbohydrates is non-sensical if looking to
achieve optimal nutrient status.
 
The main source of fuel for the brain and central nervous system is glucose, accounting for 20%
of daily glucose intake (Merganthaler, et al. 2013). Glucose, via glycolysis is the main fuel
substrate of higher intensity exercise modalities once energy demand exceeds aerobic (fat and
oxygen) fuel production, in a performance context.
 
Concerning immunity, perhaps larger amounts of carbohydrates are not completely necessary,
though to preserve optimal biochemistry, digestive function and satiety signals through food
volume, it is wise to include some. The removal of all carbohydrates and sugars would incur
deficiencies of vitamins and minerals from fruits & starchy vegetables and inadequate amounts
of fibre to sustain gastrointestinal health.
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There is no evidence to suggest that carbohydrates and/or sugar in isolation cause a tenet of
MetS known as insulin resistance (IR) (Hall, K. 2017), therefore IR should not be of concern,
unless there are hereditary risk factors or other comorbidities present. 
 
Insulin actually counteracts the catabolic hormone cortisol (stress response), increases leptin-
your satiety signaling hormone - leading to a reduction in excessive energy intake and can
increase T3 levels, the active thyroid hormone.
 
However, most Western diets are inclusive of highly-palatable, pro-inflammatory foods
containing both carbohydrates and fats (generalised as 'sugary foods') that contribute to over-
consumption and therefore weight gain. This combination of fat, sugar & thus palatability is
what is largely responsible for hedonistic excessive intake and the metabolic consequences that
accompany it.

Considerations

Carbohydrate intake is largely dependent on activity levels combined with personal preference.
The athlete undergoing large training volumes and high daily activity would have a much larger
intake than a sedentary office worker, for example.
 
To promote a complete nutrition profile, look to include anywhere between 1-4g per kilogram of
bodyweight, dependent on activity levels, current body composition and preference. Just
consider that within energy balance requirements, once protein is outlined for the individual,
fats and carbohydrates will make up the rest of daily requirements. If habitual fat consumption
is higher, then carbohydrates will likely be lower, and vice versa, for example.
 
Within carbohydrate intake, ensure the vast majority is from high-fibre, nutrient-dense, whole
foods, fruits and vegetables, though there is of course room for more higher-reward inclusions
within reason.
 
A wide variety of high-fibre foods will contribute to the diversity of the microbiota (collective
term for microbes) and thus promote short-chain fatty acid production and integrity of the gut
barrier. Intestinal permeability has been linked to a pro-inflammatory state by inflammatory
agents entering circulation, therefore aim to consume a minimum of 30-40g fibre per day
through a variety of both soluble and insoluble fibre sources.
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Similarly to amino acids, essential fatty acids are also critical nutritional components and
required for systemic function. Essential fatty acids include alpha Linolenic acid (omega 3) and
Linoleic acid (omega 6), whereas conditionally-essential fatty acids include EPA & DHA (DHA
largely considered essential).
 
While fats have historically received a great deal of negative press, they are an essential
inclusion in human nutrition. That said, there are of course some considerations that must be
observed. Consistently high levels of saturated fat intake have historically been discussed in
relation to cardiovascular disease (CVD), however in a meta analysis by Siri-Tarino (2010), there
was no evident link between saturated fat intake and CVD, rather previous research has been
conducted with saturated fat and trans fats together. There is no denying that trans fats are
detrimental to health due to increased risk of cardiovascular disease, unfavourable cholesterol
profiles and systemic inflammation (Mozaffarian. 2006), so should generally be avoided.
 
There are many biased populations that state that high fat diets are optimal for health. While
there is no evidence to support such a claim, they are certainly imperative to a complete
nutritional profile. Fats constitute cell membranes, are precursors to fat-soluble vitamins A, D, E
& K, improve blood lipids & cholesterol and are crucial for sex steroid hormone production.
 
While a moderate fat diet appears to augment beneficial effects of endurance training on the
immune system and serum lipoproteins (cholesterol carriers), it would be more appropriate to
aim for a balanced fatty acid intake, anywhere from 15-80% of your daily energy intake.
 

Considerations
There are different types of fats with different properties, such as saturated, monounsaturated
and polyunsaturated, all with different functions. As mentioned above, aiming for a balanced
fatty acid intake is a more practical goal, rather than concerning oneself too much with the
nuances. Extremes of intakes either way generally lead to negative repercussions, so a mixture
of saturated, mono & polyunsaturated fats is characteristic of a healthful human diet.
 
Generally speaking, aim for a higher omega 3 to omega 6 ratio to provide a more anti-
inflammatory environment. Again, if unsure on what foods contain omega 3s, look to
standardised databases and try to avoid overly-marketed, supplement-heavy advice making
dogmatic claims.
 
There also does seem to be convincing data surrounding supplementary forms of omega 3 via
fish oils. 

Fats
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Again, what is vitally important to remember is that appropriate nutrient intake will
comprehensively support normal immune function. There are nutraceuticals (a food-based
nutrient that may provide a pharmaceutical alternative) that may or may not help to support
immune function and offset infection progressions, though aside from mentioning base nutrient
requirements, these will be scarcely mentioned (repeated for integrity).
 
What is beneficial to consider however, is the inclusion of specific nutrients that have been
shown to compliment immune function, if not found in enough concentration in a health-
seeking diet.
 
 

Now being touted as a pro-hormone, vitamin D is critical for robust immune function and
deficiency has been linked to sickness and lowered immunity. Multiple studies corroborate the
necessity for this fat-soluble vitamin to sustain immunity, as it acts to modulate both the innate
and adaptive responses. One study of 19,000 participants found that those with low D levels
were more likely to report upper respiratory tract infections, even after adjusting for
confounding variables (Ginde, et al. 2009, via NHANES III).
 
Vitamin D is synthesised in the skin via exposure to UV B spectrum light (Aranow. 2011), though
is influenced by a variety of factors. It is common for many these days to spend a lot of time
inside under artificial light, therefore vitamin D deficiency is widespread. Due to limitations
placed on contemporary working schedules, it may be wise to cover vitamin D requirements
with a supplemental form of Vitamin D3 at around 4000IU daily. This has been deemed a safe
amount by the US Institute of Medicine (Prietl. 2013), with up to 10,000IU proving to be a
tolerable upper limit, though this is not recommended.

EVIDENCE-BASED
SUPPLEMENTATION

Vitamin D

Recommended - 4000IU daily
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There is once again a considerable amount of negative press surrounding multivitamins and
multimineral (MVMS) supplements, bolstered by claims that they are useless. These studies are
largely concluding that MVMS are predominantly ineffective in the prevention of diseases and
all-cause mortality, showing controversial results at best (Blumberg. 2018).
 
However, in this instance, these data are inappropriate to the rationale for use. The World
Health Organization estimate that more than 2 billion people worldwide experience deficiencies
in the dietary intake of essential vitamins and minerals (Allen. 2006), therefore the use of MVMS
may be of interest to ensuring a full profile of micronutrients through both nutrition and a
complimentary supplement. 
 
Multivitamin & mineral supplements should, therefore, be a staple in the contemporary,
nutrient-deficient Western diet to support optimal nutrient profile and fulfil requirements for
biochemical processes, and ultimately a healthy immune response (reportedly dampened by
deficiencies).
 
When considering MVMS supplements, it is important to note that quality matters and to take
time to study the individual ingredients and what form they are in. For example, vitamin B9,
otherwise known as folate is much more bioavailable as 5-methyltetrahydrofolate (5-MTHFR)
than synthetic folic acid, and is recommended to supplement instead (Scaglione. 2014).
 
Additionally, vitamin B12 can often be found in low quality supplements as cyanocobalamin.
This synthetic version occurs only in trace amounts in human tissues as a result of cyanide
intake from smoking or other sources. Conversely, methylcobalamin is of far superior
bioavailability, efficacy of improving B12 status and safety, and should be selected when
reviewing. 
 
These facts are not common knowledge, so if unclear, spend some time understanding what
version or compound of each ingredient will be the most useful and thus worth the expense.

Multivitamins & Multi-minerals

Recommended - x1 multivitamin
& x1 trace minerals daily
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Anti-arrhythmic (in controlled setting) (Metcalf. 2008).
Interestingly, through autonomic nervous system modulation, supported by a number
of studies (Christensen. 2007). 

Anti-hypertriglyceridemia (Backes. 2016).
FDA approved and used clinically to lower high blood triglycerides, a factor associated
with increased cardiovascular risk (dosage dependent).

Anti-inflammatory (Calder. 2006).
Reduced production of inflammatory cells that in high concentrations are implicated
in the onset of immune-related, chronic inflammatory diseases. 

While not directly affecting immune function, fish oils are actually considered a nutraceutical
and can directly contribute to markers of the metabolic syndrome and inflammatory state that
may predispose individuals to adverse health conditions or a suppressed immune status.
Although inflammation is a normal response, when it occurs in an uncontrolled or inappropriate
manner, excessive damage to host tissues and disease can ensue (Calder. 2006).
 
Fish oils can provide supplemental forms of EPA & DHA for populations that may either want to
simply cover requirements, or those that omit fish and seafood from their nutritional profile due
to ethical reasons or personal preference (vegan sources exist). Although individuals that
consume oily fish 2-3 times per week may not need to supplement, for some this is not possible,
so a daily dose of fish oil capsules may help to reduce metabolic syndrome markers and
subsequently risk factors for disease pathogenesis. 
 
Minihane (2016), in a randomised controlled trial of healthy men & women found that a modest
dosage of 0.7g of EPA & DHA per day gave clinically meaningful reductions in systolic blood
pressure.
 
Other studies of the beneficial effects of fish oil consumption report similar positives on
cardiovascular markers and inflammation. Such benefits include:
 

 
 

Fish Oils

Recommended - x2-3 meals of oily
fish per week

and/or x2 fish oil capsules (2g) daily
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Dubbed a 'gatekeeper of immune function' (Wessels. 2017), zinc is a considerable mineral
requirement for immune function due to deficiencies aiding in the suppression of
immunological processes, the onset of other metabolic syndrome-related risk factors of disease
progression, especially in the elderly (linking to age-related immune senescence), worsening
chronic, low-level inflammation and triggering an increase in oxidative stress.
 
A further 2 billion people are estimated to be zinc deficient. Zinc is a key regulator in the innate
and adaptive immune responses, notably playing a key role in the maturation of immune
monocytes, T & B cells - a skewed ratio of T cells can induce incidence of allergic tendencies and
autoimmunity. Further, chronic hypozincemia (too little zinc in circulation) has been suggested
as potentially leading to organ tissue injury, including liver & lung.
 
It is important to take away the fact that zinc plays a key role during the immune cell cycle and
functioning response to infection.
 
Zinc is found in red meat and leafy green vegetables, so for those avoiding animal proteins for
ethical considerations it is wise to include in supplemental form (1.6kg of spinach would also
need to be consumed to yield adequate amounts...).
 
Supplementation warrants consideration, as most commercially available forms (zinc oxide) are
poorly absorbed. Instead, look for other forms, such as acetate, aspartate, gluconate or
picolinate. The presence of amino acids can help zinc absorption, and if taken in a supplement
with iron, absorption will be blocked (Lönnerdal. 2000).
 
It is important to state here, that unless deficient, data report no further benefit of heightened
zinc intake (which can itself cause contraindications and other mineral deficiencies), or further
treat upper respiratory tract infections. That said, ongoing supplementation to the tolerable
upper limit (40mg elemental zinc) is considered safe (Saper. 2009).
 
It may be wise, however, if red meat and leafy green vegetable intake is low, to include zinc in a
multivitamin/mineral or sole product to ensure optimal health and therefore immune function.

Zinc

Recommended - 30mg daily
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Lastly, and perhaps a little more exciting in its potential benefit, vitamin C provides a broad
list of positives. An essential nutrient that cannot be synthesised in the body, we must obtain
vitamin C through daily nutrition. Quoting directly from Carr, in Nutrients (2017):
 
'Severe vitamin C deficiency results in the potentially fatal disease scurvy. Scurvy is
characterized by weakening of collagenous structures, resulting in poor wound healing, and
impaired immunity. Individuals with scurvy are highly susceptible to potentially fatal infections
such as pneumonia. In turn, infections can significantly impact on vitamin C levels due to
enhanced inflammation and metabolic requirements. Early on, it was noted that scurvy often
followed infectious epidemics in populations, and cases of scurvy have been reported following
respiratory infection.'
 
Vitamin C is involved in barrier integrity, protection against pollutants and oxidative stress and is
a natural antihistamine. Readily depleted in times of stress and infection, supplementation has
been shown to enhance immune cell function, especially if deficient and once again
considerably in the elderly.
 
Low levels of circulating vitamin C have been observed in type 2 diabetes, a risk factor
predisposing to infection with influenza, and those with acute respiratory infections, such
as pulmonary tuberculosis and pneumonia, have decreased plasma vitamin C concentrations
relative to control subjects (Carr. 2017).
 
While vitamin C shows promising positives in the literature, it by no means renders it as a
complete shield against infection. Fortunately, it is relatively straightforward to avoid deficiency
via complete nutrition, though plasma saturation of 1-200mg may be beneficial, perhaps even
higher in the management of other chronic disease states (gram level).
 
While a reasonable recommendation of 1000mg would substantially cover requirements, there
are data showing that heightened intake (megadosing) until signs of the onset of
gastrointestinal tolerance may offer further benefits, though this will not be recommended until
a stronger body of evidence is available.

Vitamin C

Recommended - 1000mg daily
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PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
& EXERCISE

The overwhelming body of evidence supporting physical activity, movement and exercise as
health-promoting behaviours should give reason to include at least some form into daily
routine. Whether it is simply a walk, resistance training, popular forms of 'metabolic
conditioning ' or endurance training, each form of exercise will provide innumerable returns.
 
The contraction of muscle tissue through movement or with intent, can initiate non insulin-
mediated glucose uptake - blood sugar regulation/uptake without the necessity for insulin to
shuttle the glucose into the cell.
 
Considering the cluster of risk factors previously discussed as the metabolic syndrome, T1 & T2
diabetes is one of the factors that can predispose to illness, as well as cardiovascular disease.
Fortunately, via the aforementioned blood sugar regulation from movement and the benefits of
cardiovascular respiratory training, risk factors may be attenuated via exercise modalities.
Though, of course, should any concerns arise before undertaking an exercise programme, a
physician should be consulted to approve commencement.
 
Epidemiological evidence indicates that regular physical activity reduces the incidence of many
chronic diseases in older-age populations, including transmissible diseases such as viral and
bacterial infections, as well as non-transmissible diseases such as cancer and chronic
inflammatory disorders (Campbell. 2018).

Endurance exercise training has been shown to exhibit a considerable influence on the immune
system (Liu. 2017). As an acute physical stressor, exercise can induce different immune
responses depending on the intensity and the duration of the exercise, ranging from protective
to acute suppression from heavy exertion.
 
It is generally believed, however, that regular, moderate intensity exercise can enhance normal
immune function and reduce the risk of upper respiratory tract infection.

Endurance Training
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Enhancement of innate immune system surveillance with moderate exercise.
Suggested, transient immune dysfunction after considerable exertion (evidence unclear).

J curve effect (short term deficit, long term gain) on acute respiratory illness.
Reduced systemic, low-grade inflammation in lean and active individuals.
Exercise/immune link to the attenuation of chronic disease.

Aforementioned glucose regulation and nutrient metabolism.
Carbohydrate-induced attenuation of post-exercise inflammation.

Exercise mitigates effect of aging on immune function, supporting robust immunity in
elderly.

The immune system is extremely responsive to the effects of exercise, with the level of exertion
and duration reflective of the physiological changes imposed by the workload (Nieman. 2018).
 
Within exercise immunology, key findings can be summarised below*:
 
Acute/Chronic Changes
 

 
 
Clinical Influences
 

 
Nutritional Benefits & Interactions
 

 
Immunosenescence (Age-related Decline)
 

 
*(Nieman. 2018)

Initial Recommendations
Exercise has a vast variety of formats and one should undertake whatever feels comfortable
within capabilities. If generally sedentary, it would be nonsensical to undergo a broad upheaval
of lifestyle and habits, therefore recommendations would be to begin with what is immediately
available in relation to current capacity.
 
If one's only option is simply to aim for a higher general activity level, aim to implement a
morning or evening walk. Fitness facility access is of course advantageous, though if
circumstance and confidence dictate otherwise, there are plenty of ways you can sustain an
elevated heart rate at home.
 
To leverage the immunomodulatory benefits of endurance training, aim to sustain relatively
labored breathing and moderately rapid heart rate (range of 60-80% of max training heart rate)
for extended periods of time (30-90 minutes), as many days per week as able.
 
Once comfortable with whichever chosen method relative to capability, look to progressively
increase performance metrics by 5% weekly (time, heart rate, etc.)
 
To calculate max training heart rate (HRmax) (Tanaka, 2001):
 
208 - (0.7 x Age)
Example - 208 - (0.7 x 35) = 184bpm
60-80% of HRmax - 184 x 0.6-0.8 =  110-147bpm
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While physical activity and exercise are crucial to immune support, weight management, health-
promoting benefits, etc., equally as important as the yang is the yin - balancing the equation. To
refresh the subject - the autonomic nervous system (that is, the subset not under conscious
control) is composed of two branches; the sympathetic (SNS) & the parasympathetic (PNS), that
exert opposing control over the heart (Russo. 2017).
 
The SNS is directly involved in the stress response, acute stressors such as physical training,
performance situations and anything that requires preparation of the body to move and/or
survive, via an elevation of systems that contribute to the demand.
 
An example of this would be blood sugar. During acute stress, the metabolic effects of stress
response hormones cause a cascade of processes. The liver up-regulates gluconeogenesis
(production of glucose from non-carbohydrate substrates) and glycogenolysis (breakdown of
stored glycogen, the stored form of glucose) to increase circulating blood glucose.
 
Further effects include peripheral insulin resistance so that the glucose can be utilised by major
muscle groups and the brain, and lipolysis (breakdown of fatty acids) to provide a steady supply
of glycerol to the liver via the bloodstream (Marik. 2013).
 
This is a necessary survival response when occurring transiently in response to controlled
stimulus or short term stress. Problematic concerns arise when this happens daily, during
chronic elevated stress exposure. This may then lead to the onset of factors associated with the
metabolic syndrome, such as sustained insulin resistance, potentially diabetic complication and
heightened low-grade inflammation or inflammatory state.
 
Fortunately, to counter this and rebalance towards a parasympathetic-dominant state, or at
least a normal SNS/PNS balance, there are varying, immediately employable techniques
available.

STRESS MANAGEMENT
& RELAXATION
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Breathing Patterns
A further action of the SNS is increasing respiration rate, contrasted by rate reduction via the
PNS. Respiration directly controls vagus nerve activity (Gerritsen. 2018), the 'wandering nerve'
that innervates parasympathetic activity of most major tissues. Vagal tone is suppressed during
inhalation and facilitated during expiration and slow, controlled breathing cycles (Chang. 2015). 
 
In a literature review from Russo (2017), slow, controlled breathing in the 6-10 breaths per
minute range using the nose and as much of the diaphragm as possible (higher tidal volume), is
shown to be effective in maximising heart rate variability and preserving autonomic nervous
system function/balance.
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To directly access the actions of vagal tone via respiration, exercise tempo breathing to fall in to
the 6-10 breaths per minute range.
 
Tempo breathing implies adding a specific duration to each aspect of the breath. For example;
inspiration for 4 counts, 4 count hold, expiration for 8 counts, 4 count hold. This shortens the
vagal-suppressive inspiration and extends the vagal-facilitating expiration via a 20 second
breath - well within the 6-10 breaths per minute range.
 
However, if one is unaccustomed to controlled breathing, starting slow is advisable. If breathing
patterns are highly dysfunctional, controlling/holding breaths may actually cause a stress
response in itself due to lower CO2 tolerance. Therefore, it would be wise to begin with less than
is deemed manageable.
 
If heart rate or stress begin to increase,  controlled, nasal breathing will effectively bring it back
under control.  

Meditative Activity
Complimenting the breathing techniques above, adding in some sort of contextual meditative
practice is highly beneficial to increasing vagal tone, increasing heart rate variability and
mediating stress.
 
Guiterrez (2019) in a study of 84 people (44% with meditation experience), showed clear effects
of meditation on physiological factors. Those that meditated showed higher vagal activity,
comprised of greater heart rate variability in the time domain, longer breathing intervals and
greater breathing variability (a contrast to the breathing patterns observed during a stressed
state).
 
Now, meditation will not be the same for every individual - the key factor here, is meditative
activity. There are plenty of ways to experience a meditative state, which do not have to be the
classical definition of meditation, but allow the mind to disconnect and detach from present
concerns, with a focus on immediate self-presence and breath control.
 
Key requirements of a meditative state are to be still, quiet and allow the mind to drift. If it does,
recognise this fact and bring attention back to the self or the breath - instrospection. Presently,
there a vast variety of smartphone apps that offer guided meditation, or music with underlying
frequencies that may help alter brain waves (binaural beats), that can help with achieving
stillness.
 
As above with breathing, always start with less than perceived ability (e.g. instead of an
achievable 10 minutes, aim for 5), so that one experiences accomplishment and positive
reinforcement of actions.
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Physical training and aerobic exercise
Indirect exercise modalities, such as extreme/water sports or hiking, climbing, etc
Again, exposure to full spectrum sunlight (advisable for circadian rhythm health)
Keeping a gratitude journal, reinforcing positivity from the day
General journalling - brain-dumping thoughts on to paper
Sauna and/or cold exposure - also highly beneficial to immune health
Spending time in nature and appreciating the natural world
Cooking
Learning a new skill
Being creative in whichever medium most applies to the individual
As already mentioned, anything that allows the brain to detach

There are many, many techniques, activities and options available to detach from the stressors
of the outside world. Whether it is spending time with and being present for loved ones, family
and friends, reading a book (paper, not screen), taking up a new hobby, going for a massage or
simply getting adequate sunlight per day to further help optimise circadian sleep-wake cycle.
 
Further stress-reduction techniques include, but are not limited to:
 

Detachment



During times of illness and infection, people generally start to pay more attention to their body
and health; an act termed 'introspection.'
 
Introspection is a form of self awareness - one of the most impactful abilities for an individual to
develop and adopt. Awareness allows one to run a system analysis of the body, identifying when
things are running smoothly or when something is not quite right.
 
Why must this be withheld for times of ill health? Personal health status should be at the
forefront of thought, day in, day out. By maintaining awareness of specific health markers on a
daily basis, unique understanding of internal physiology can be gained when tracked and
analysed over time.
 
The key word here, is trends. Taking a singular reading of a specific marker will show a snapshot
in time, which may or may not be useful, though when assessed over a broad window may paint
a more telling picture of health. Similarly to fasting blood glucose vs. HbA1C, which will show
carbohydrate intake and metabolism over time instead of a singular measure, ongoing trends
allow analysis of any possible changes in metrics indicating the onset of illness, or the
reassuring, unchanging stability of health.
 
It is important to mention here that these are only given as advice, and measuring frequency
should be determined relative to the psychology of the individual. For example, people with
obsessive personalities may become 'slave to the data,' or develop neuroticism in relation to
change in data. Therefore, if there is any concern or ambiguity surrounding whether or not to
begin tracking metrics, it would be wise to discuss with a medical professional.
 
Certain metrics and measures that may prove useful to analyse, are:

SELF ASSESSMENT
TOOLS & TECHNIQUES

Resting Heart Rate (RHR)
Blood Pressure (BP)
Heart Rate Variability (HRV)
Body Temperature
Fasting Blood Glucose (FBG)
Sleep Cycles & Efficiency
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HRV uses RMSSD, which is the 'root mean square of successive differences' between r-waves of a
cardiogram. Effectively, the small variances in time between heart beats. The more variable the
measure (high HRV value) the more parasympathetic (relaxed) the system. Conversely, the more
uniform the RMSSD (low HRV value), the more likely the individual is to be experiencing
sympathetic dominance, AKA 'fight or flight.' Of course, the aim is to achieve high HRV, though
this is a dynamic value which can, for example, plummet after a poor night's sleep. Again,
tracking over time will give you a better understanding of what lifestyle factors affect your HRV
and thus autonomic nervous system state.
 
How can one measure this? Using wearable fitness technology that offer an HRV function and/or
24/7 stress metrics, or contemporary apps and heart rate monitors.
 
Why is this important for immunity? Remember, the more chronic stress exposure is present, the
more likely immunosuppression is to occur.
 
Blood pressure is generally reserved for visits to the doctor, though there is no reason (with
context in mind) that a blood pressure cuff & monitor cannot be purchased and measured more
frequently. Again, if the individual is prone to distress from health data, this would not be
advised, but as preventative introspection, it can be of great use to have an understanding of
trends with the aim to keep within optimal, low-risk range.
 
There is a phenomenon known as isolated office hypertension (dubbed 'white or lab coat
syndrome') whereby BP increases in a clinical setting due to visual stressors. Taking an interest
in one's blood pressure outside of a clinical setting can help give more in-depth understanding
of one's tensive state.

Cardiovascular Metrics

The benefit of measuring resting heart rate, blood pressure and heart rate variability is gauging
nervous system activation and allostatic load (stress exposure) over time. There is some
emerging, promising evidence surrounding HRV. In a meta analysis and literature review from
Kim, et al (2018), HRV proves an effective tool to measure autonomic nervous system
state/health, though individual history must be kept in mind.

(via ouraring.com)
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Blood glucose (BG) is another dynamic variable that is generally reserved for diabetic patients,
or measured during blood testing. However, when observed over time and post-prandial (after
eating), it can give an insight into nervous system state, blood sugar regulation and potential
metabolic dysfunction.
 
There are numerous factors that dictate what conclusions to draw from certain readings, though
for simplicity, high blood glucose in a fasted state may indicate heightened inflammatory state,
poor sleep or sympathetic drive, and if elevated post-prandial after a number of hours, one
might assume dysfunctional BG regulation to some extent.
 
Insulin resistance (characterised by chronically elevated BG) may be facilitated by metabolic
dysfunction combined with chronic over-consumption of calories, therefore it should be cross-
referenced to the rest of the symptom picture/profile of the individual before conclusions are
formed.
 
For the sake of immunity, elevated metabolic syndrome risk factors, metabolic dysfunction
and/or oxidative stress should be mitigated, as previously discussed.
 
Body temperature is of relevance to bacterial or viral infection. If one's basal (at rest)
temperature is known and tracked over time, and present readings suggest an increase, this
may indicate acute illness, therefore it is useful to understand.
 
Normal human core body temperature lies around 36.5-37ºC (Geneva. 2019), though 'normal'
does vary due to a number of factors in accordance to circadian rhythms, environment and
location (Kelly. 2006). Should temperature fall drastically below, endocrine concerns may be
present. If it were to rise beyond 37.5-38ºC (low fever) then the body may be elevating its core
temperature to fight infection.
 
Once again, knowing normative data can prove insightful during self assessment of personal
health, allowing preventative action to be implemented in a timely manner, if necessary.
 

Metabolic Metrics
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Resting heart rate (RHR) is generally correlated to health status. In a meta analysis from Zhang
(2016), a linear correlation was found between resting heart rate and lower risk of all-cause
mortality and cardiovascular mortality, conversely increasing incrementally from 45 beats per
minute to 90 beats per minute and above.
 
The review also suggested that higher RHR is a marker of an imbalance between vagal activity
(parasympathetic) and sympathetic tone, with dysfunctional autonomic nervous system activity
likely playing an active role in the onset and worsening of adverse health conditions (Fox. 2007).
 
Simplistically speaking, the lower the RHR the better. When measuring [with wearables], it is
best measured over night, so as to avoid sensory input and physical/mental activity (Johansen.
2013). Once a base normative range is identified, any increases in RHR may offer insight into
onset of acute illness.



Sleep Architecture

Sleep architecture refers to the basic structural organization of normal sleep (Colten, Altevogt.
2006). Understanding, a) what happens during a night of sleep, b) how this benefits health &
immunity, and c) how to analyse & track sleep, will prove invaluable in adjusting lifestyle habits
and sleep hygiene to ensure efficacy of this daily, critical restorative process.
 
Sleep hygiene is a term used to characterise the routines, habits and time frames surrounding
when one wakes up and goes to bed. The onset of sleep begins from the moment of wake,
initiated via 'Process C', to the bedtime routine where sleep pressure is highest, known as
'Process S' (Gillette, Abbott. 2005). By implementing strategy into these processes, one can
maximise sleep hygiene to create more healthful sleep architecture and therefore more
restorative and health-promoting sleep.

It is quite challenging to understand whether a night's sleep has been restful and/or restorative,
especially if one is unaccustomed to the awareness required to identify 'system state,' (an
informal term referring to the present state of oneself).
 
Taking a logical approach, a sleep diary may provide insight into general trends surrounding
sleep wake cycles. For example; when does the individual go to bed and rise, how does the
individual feel on wake, how many wakings throughout the night, any toilet visits, and so on,
referenced against the previous day - activities, nutrition, alcohol, etc. While requiring effort, this
is an immediate method of recording sleep, though limitations will be the absence of sleep cycle
and efficiency data.
 
An easier and more rounded approach would be to take advantage of the vast choice of
wearable fitness technologies, such as smartphone apps, wrist-wear, rings, or a combination of
both app & device. Granted, it may take some due diligence to cross-reference data and lifestyle,
modulate habits and sleep hygiene to effect better sleep, though this is likely a small price to
pay to maximise a healthy state.
 
Remember, one of the most impactful and fortunately lowest hanging fruits available in the
support of immunity is getting quality, restful sleep.
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Understanding Sleep



Improving Sleep
There are a number of small changes that can be made to lifestyle surrounding sleep hygiene
that can immediately take effect and promote better quality, more restful sleep.
 
Nick Littlehales, an 'elite sports sleep coach,' in Sleep (2016), refers to sleep as 90-minute cycles
per week, instead of per night. While this does beg relevance to general population, it offers
advantages in arranging the pre & post-sleep routine, both crucial to architecture.
 
The premise is to achieve 35, 90-minute cycles per week, or on an average basis, 5 cycles per
night (7.5 hours sleep per night). If a cycle or two were to be missed, they can be made up the
next through routine modulation, contrary to the teachings of Walker, suggesting that once
sleep has been lost it cannot be regained.
 
Opinions aside, the literature suggests the optimal amount of sleep should be individualized, as
it depends on many factors (Chaput. 2018). Wearables may offer more contextual
recommendations, dependent on daily physiology and energetic demand, giving insight into
necessary structure.
 
Aim to allow 90 minutes for a pre & post-sleep routines. For example, if the working day begins
at 09:00, aim to rise by 07:30, allowing 90 minutes to perform the post sleep routine. Conversely,
if retiring for the night at 22:30, aim to begin the pre-sleep routine by 21:00.

Reduce all bright, white light to low or dimmed, warm white or yellow/red spectrum if
possible.
Reduce or eliminate any screen usage. If screens are essential, use light filters native to the
device, or third party apps.
Complimenting screen reduction, consider filtered glasses that block the blue/green
spectrum light and allow yellow-red spectrum light, to support circadian rhythm function.
Read a non-educational, physical book to provide visual/mental displacement and block
thoughts of current affairs or the day's tasks.
Complete a journal entry to 'download' the day's thoughts and/or record aspects of gratitude
from life. 
Spend time with loved ones and/or engage in contact or intimacy.
Prepare the bedroom to be around 19ºC outside of bedsheets, with little to no noise and as
dark as possible (no blinking lights or infiltrating external light).

Once an appropriate 90-minute window is identified, strategies can be implemented during this
period to further reduce sleep latency and ensure sound sleep:
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Post-Sleep Routine

If an alarm is needed, ensure alarm is functional to initiate wake. Place out of reach if
necessary. Waking naturally without an alarm if the goal.
If appropriate, consider a sunrise simulator alarm clock to initiate light sleep due to light
stimulation before alarm sounds, resulting in a more gentle rousing.
Avoid the temptation to snooze. Rise as soon as the alarm sounds, making the bed
immediately.
Take a shower, potentially finishing with a duration of cold to rouse the senses and make use
of the possible metabolic effects in emergent research of cold therapy.
If possible, avoid exposure to social media and news channels for at least 30-60 minutes from
waking, to retain ownership and presence of the initial waking period.
If able, undergo some form of movement or exercise.

Considering the night's sleep architecture begins from the moment of wake, consider then
implementing the following strategies in the morning post-sleep routine:
 

 
While some of these may seem foreign for many, look to change/incorporate perhaps 1-2 factors
at a time in an effort to regulate daily sleep hygiene.
 
Routine is critical for success with effective, functioning sleep hygiene. Avoid the temptation to
sleep in and establish a daily wake time, adhered to consistently for best effects.
 
Regarding daytime napping, there are promising data that support the reduction of elevated
inflammatory markers as a result of sleep curtailment/loss. While the evidence body is
emergent, in summary, increasing data suggest that while chronic sleep restriction may lead to
inflammatory background noise, napping could change and/or restore several immune
parameters altered by sleep loss (Faraut. 2017).
 
If naps are deemed necessary, try to distance from pre-sleep routines to avoid alleviation of
normal, circadian-generated sleep pressure and thus interfere with normal, nightly sleep.
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CONCLUDING
THOUGHTS

The main aim for this guide is to provide the reader with practical solutions to implement
health-seeking behaviours that will ultimately, via a model of complete & optimal health, lead to
a robust immune system, void of any suppressive lifestyle factors and offer a level of protection
against potential illness.
 
While this information is not shared to defend against illness, prevent or cure, adopting these
practices may substantially improve overall health status by focussing on what is within
immediate control.
 
If, due to unfortunate circumstances, illness does present, it is crucial to seek appropriate
treatment advice from the correct medical professionals or trusted sources. However, by
ensuring broad nutritional diversity and fulfilling nutrient requirements, remaining active & fit
and securing quality sleep each night, a profile of optimal health & wellbeing will contribute to a
functional and efficient immune system.
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